
Pause and Pivot or Full Steam Ahead?

Yesterday?s FOMC meeting was likely one of the toughest for the Fed in a long time. As we have
written numerous times, the Fed must carefully balance fighting inflation with rising financial
instability. Before the meeting, Fed Funds Futures were implying a 40% chance of one more 25bps
rate increase at the May or June meeting, a pause until July, and a pivot toward 4.00% by year-
end.

As expected, the Fed raised rates by 25bps to 4.75-5.00% and kept QE at $95 billion monthly. Per
the Fed?s ?dot plot? projections, they agree with the market, forecasting a pause in hikes after one
more increase, however, they do not forecast a pivot. The culprit for the pause but no pivot is an
increase in PCE inflation expectations from 3.1% to 3.3%, but its GDP forecast fell slightly while the
expected unemployment rate rose slightly. Other than a new paragraph we share in Tighter
Lending Standards below (regarding the banking system), the statement from the last meeting was
left largely intact. The redlined FOMC statement can be found HERE.

https://twitter.com/NickTimiraos/status/1638601675609915392/photo/1


What To Watch Today

Economy
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Earnings
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Market Trading Update

As noted, the Fed hiked rates yesterday and reiterated its inflation-fighting stance. While the
market initially took the rate hike as bullish and rallied, the concerns over further tightening, either
from Fed rate hikes or tighter lending standards from the banks, led to a sell-off into the close.

As discussed yesterday, with ?buy signals? in place, we need to add some equity exposure
cautiously. In this regard, we did add two index trading positions with a tight stop at the 200-DMA.
We were aggressively underweight equities going into the Fed meeting and the whole banking
crisis and remain that way still.

However, as noted, with buy signals in place, as shown, history suggests a potential short-term
trading opportunity. The signal is not always 100% accurate, but more often than not provides a
decent trading signal. If it fails, we will close out the trading positions quickly.
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Tighter Lending Standards

https://tinyurl.com/BBR-2023


In recent commentary and articles, we have discussed how banks must fortify their balance sheets
to offset declining deposits. As a result, they will tighten lending standards. Tighter standards will
result in fewer loans and higher interest rates for those created. Banks are replacing lost deposits
with the new BTFP facility or receiving deposits from larger banks. In either case, those deposits
come at interest rates commensurate with current short-term Treasury rates. Given they lost
funding at zero percent (consumer deposits) and are replacing it with 4.50+% funding, their net
interest margins will shrink considerably. To help offset the margin compression, banks will raise
the rates they charge on loans. The two graphs below show that tightening lending standards
always lead to recessions and higher yield spreads.

Yesterday?s FOMC meeting seems to confirm our logic. Per the newly added paragraph in their
statement:

The U.S. banking system is sound & resilient. Recent developments are likely to
result in tighter credit conditions and to weigh on economic activity, hiring, and
inflation. The extent of these effects is uncertain.
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Comments From Jerome Powell?s Press Conference

The following comments are from Jerome Powell?s press conference following the release of the
FOMC meeting statement.

After comforting words regarding the banking crisis, he stressed that prices are too high and
the ?labor market remains extremely tight.? This is the balancing act Powell must perform.
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?High inflation imposes significant hardships,? and ?we are firmly committed to bringing
inflation to our 2% objective.?
Powell and other Fed members want to see how tighter lending standards affect economic
activity. ?Some additional policy firming may be needed.?
The Fed did consider a pause of rate hikes based on recent events, but only a few weeks
ago, they thought they would raise rates more than the market expected.
Powell believes tightening lending standards are worth one rate hike or maybe more.
He is not concerned that yesterday?s rate hike will further fuel the banking crisis.
There are other options to tighten financial conditions, but he thinks rates are the best tool at
the moment.
Goods inflation is coming down but more slowly than the Fed would like. Housing inflation will
be falling soon, but it isn?t yet. Prices in the non-housing services sector have yet to peak.
A reporter told him the market expected a pause after one hike and a quick pivot. Powell
firmly responded, ?that is not our baseline expectation.?
Powell clarified that the recent balance sheet expansion is not intended to alter the stance of
monetary policy. In other words, he does not consider recent emergency measures QE.

The key takeaway from the statement and press conference is the following quote from Powell:

Recent banking events might result in tighter credit conditions that will impact
the economy and how we need to respond.

Consequently, banker lending surveys and indications of lending standards will likely become
critical data points to watch to anticipate what the Fed may do.

New SimpleVisor Fundamental Analysis

SimpleVisor added a new tool allowing subscribers to graph key fundamental data and their trends.
Go to SimpleVisor and click Research > Research ? Stock > Fundamentals ? Beta to see our new
addition. Over 20 pieces of fundamental data are compiled from the balance sheet, income
statement, and cash flow statement. For example, below, we show JNJ?s free cash flow for the last
20 years. The green lines representing quarterly free cash flow are rising, as the black trend line
shows. However, the blue trend line, charting its trended percentage growth rate, shows free cash
flow growth has fallen from about 15% to 4%.
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Below the charts is our new fair value calculator. The fair value model uses the average of our
proprietary discounted cash flow model and two other widely followed methods. in this case, JNJ is
currently about $8 below its fair value, according to these models.

Tweet of the Day
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Please subscribe to the daily commentary to receive these updates every morning before
the opening bell.

If you found this blog useful, please send it to someone else, share it on social media,
or contact us to set up a meeting.

https://email.realinvestmentadvice.com/h/r/A7CA8344DBDF34FD2540EF23F30FEDED

